Building User Guide
The purpose of this Building User Guide (BUG) is
Understand
Understand
Understand
Understand

operational policies for being a tenant within a Samson building
how the building works
the Environmentally Sustainable Design initiatives that have been included in the building development.
how to get the best performance out of the building.

Samson Corporation Limited
Geyser Building
102/100 Parnell Road
Parnell
Phone 09 522 2636

Contact Us

Environment Champions
Each tenancy must have a nominated Environment Champion that will liaise with Samson’s Sustainability Property Manager, the responsibility of the EC is to ensure that
policies within this Building User Guide are followed and to communicate any new initiatives that the Sustainability Property Manager may communicate.
The Environment Champion should take these initiatives seriously and not be afraid to callout their colleagues when they make errors as we are all striving towards reducing
our carbon footprints.
If you are a new tenant, make sure you send details of the Environment Champion to Samson.

Waste Management
A significant portion of a building’s carbon footprint is created by tenant waste so waste management is a priority at Samson. The Environment Champion is responsible for
educating colleagues and cleaners on waste processes, if the Champion has any questions regarding the content included below they should contact Samson.
Anvil is striving towards being a zero landfill building and each tenancy should be separating their waste into the Council recycling and general waste and the compost provided
on site. The Environment Champion is responsible for educating colleagues and cleaners on waste education processes.
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Compost – each tenancy has a small green bin for worm waste. Tenants need to line their bin with a compostable bag liner and when it is full they need to dispose of it in the
collection bin beside the worm bins. Note: tenants do not put the compost in the worm bin themselves, this is left to the maintenance team.

Compostable bags can be ordered online from http://www.friendlypak.co.nz/Products/Bag-Pak/Bin-Liners

What to Feed our Worms
What to feed our worms

What to avoid

General food scraps (your leftover lunch!)
Tea bags

Large/bulk quantities of
citrus, meat or dairy – small amounts are OK!

Coffee grinds

Plastic packaging

Fruit

Fancy tea bags that have a synthetic bag

Vegetables

Coffee pods

Egg shells and shredded egg cartons

Fat or oil

Flowers from the office.

x
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Water and Wastewater Management
The Anvil is connected to street mains water supply and measures have been taken to conserve water use, the following fittings have been installed or are scheduled for
updating: new bathroom and kitchen WELS rated fixtures have been retrofitted, all urinals have water efficient fixtures fitted with water sensors for automatic occupant
movement detection, water efficient sanitary fixtures to w.c’s, basins and showers (4 Star WELS rated).

Please do conserve water by:
Consider water conservation by limiting your shower time
Ensure all taps are completely turned off when not in use
Report any leaking taps or toilet fixtures to SamsonUse the toilet half flush as appropriate
Fully load dishwashers before use and operate on economy cycles where appropriate
Use half load cycles for small dishwashing loads

Energy Use Management
The Anvil is in the process of getting a NABERS NZ Energy rating, we are benchmarking the building’s energy usage and fine tuning the operation in order to make the building
as efficient as possible. The following list of energy efficient features have either been installed or a scheduled to be installed in a 5 year plan for the building.

Solar Panels
Central roof-mounted solar panels have been provided for heating hot water to the tenancies to minimise electrical consumption.

Car Park Lighting
All car park luminaires are fitted with LEDs and controlled via a series of movement sensors which will turn the lights on/off if personnel
movement or vehicular movement is detected/not detected during normal hours.

Tenancy Lighting
All common area lighting is fitted with efficient LEDs and movement sensors where appropriate. Tenants are responsible for installing their
own tenancy lighting to suit their fitout, we recommend investing in efficient lighting options and grouping lighting with separate switches to
enable users to switch off lighting that is not required.

External Lighting
External lighting is on a time clock control with manual over ride switches. The lighting is designed to operate around normal business hours after dusk.

Check meters
Base building and tenancy electricity is tracked using check meters, this information informs us of ways to make the building more efficient and also improves our NABERS NZ
rating. Tenants will be provided with data on their energy use with suggestions on how to increase efficiencies.

Power Supply
An onsite standby diesel generator provides back up power supply to the car stacker and base building life safety services.
Dedicated tenancy power supplies are provided to each tenancy via a power retailer metered sub-main from the building’s main switchboard.
Do let Samson know if you identify any sensor lighting issues
Do let Samson know if there are any unusual energy spikes
Do turn off lights within your tenancy that aren’t required
Do instruct colleagues to turn off computers at the end of the day
Consider using a carbon certified energy supplier like Ecotricity. https://ecotricity.co.nz/

Air Conditioning
All air conditioning in Samson buildings are tenant controlled and maintained, follow the below guidelines to operate your units as efficiently as possible:
Keep set temperature between 18-21 degrees.
It is important that you involve one of the building HVAC technicians to approve your tenancy fitout, they may need to move sensors or will advise if your placement of full
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height partitioning within your space may impact airflow in the area.
Don’t block windows or place cabinets to obstruct air flow through your space.
Have your filters cleaned and units commissioned annually for maintenance and to optimise performance.
It is tenant requirement to send certification of maintenance annually to Samson for Building Warrant of Fitness requirements.

Fresh Air is Best
When not experiencing temperature extremes tenants should open their windows and operate with fresh air and no air conditioning, research show that fresh air helps workers
think better and be healthier, overall this enhances business productivity. To encourage an air flow, where possible, make sure opposite sides of your tenancies have their
windows open.
Night purge: At night the inner windows are recommended to be left open for night time flush ventilation during the summer months to refresh the tenancy spaces with fresh air
and reduce peak daytime temperatures within.

Controlling Temperatures:
The sun is particularly intense in New Zealand and is responsible for temperature fluctuations, tenancies on the western side should use their blinds to mitigate solar gain heat
spikes in the afternoon, and those with eastern facing windows should do the same in the morning.

Fit-out Works and Standards
All fitout plans and any alterations to your tenancy require landlord approval prior to the commencement of works. Refer to clause 3.1 and 3.2 of your lease for full details.
Prior to the commencement of any tenancy alterations, tenants must check with Samson if a contaminants report exists for the tenancy which will outline specific health and
safety guidelines for completing work on site.
The base building lighting and ceilings must not be altered in your tenancy works.
The overarching objectives of the Lesee’s fitout should be to:
Reduce energy
Conserve water
Reduce waste
Reduce pollution
Improve indoor environment quality (IEQ)
Reduce operating costs

Which can generally be achieved by;
Integrated design/ the use of rating and certification tools where possible and adherence to the BUG.
Improving the indoor environment by maximising natural daylight, reducing glare, maximising external views, reducing internal noise, VOCs and formaldehydes.
Reduction of Energy from fitout components, including lighting and equipment, improving thermal efficiency of the space, and the reuse of grey water.
Reducing waste by sourcing sustainable components and materials that provide an end of life solution and improve the circular economy.
Reducing emissions.

For a full and comprehensive sustainable fitout guidelines refer to the Ministry for the Environment’s Guide to Sustainable Office Fit-outs or the Circular Economy Model Office
Guide. https://sustainable.org.nz/the-circular-economy-model-office-guide/
Consider donating unwanted office furniture to relevant charitable organisations like All Heart NZ Charitable Trust or Habitat for Humanity.

Transport

Car Parking
Tenants who are allocated parks within their lease are responsible for marking their space with signage, make sure you follow the signage guidelines for your building. If an
unauthorized vehicle is in your allocated park, tenants can arrange the vehicle to be towed with Super City Towing only.
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Electrical Vehicle Charging Policy
If you wish to charge your electric vehicle at work this is only permitted by following our internal process. Charging of electric cars has to be safe, the demand on the building
energy supply has to be managed, and it has to be fair.
Tenants are required to:
1. Seek approval to charge their EV onsite from Samson Corp.
2. Pay to install a smart charger that is certified safe, manages building energy load and creates monthly bills for energy use. We have permitted the installation of the wallbox
charger which is supplied by TransNet e-mobility.
3. Service their charger once a year and keep a certification record and provide upon request.
4. Only use electric vehicle charging adaptors supplied by the vehicle manufacturer or by an electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE) manufacturer.
5. Make good the removal of charger when tenancy ends.

Visitor Parks
Visitor parks cannot be guaranteed, we therefore recommend that you encourage visitors to take public transport or Uber.

Public Transport
The Anvil is very well connected to public transport with the Buses available from several bus stops within a 5 minute walk radius of the building. Plan your own journey on the
Auckland Transport website. https://at.govt.nz/bus-train-ferry/

Cycling to Work
Bike parking is available on each carpark floor beside the lifts, There is a 5 year plan to improve the end of trip facilities to support sustainable transport options at all Samson
buildings, and the Anvil is scheduled to have these facilities upgraded very soon.

Landscaping and Office Plantings
There are minimal maintained gardens at Anvil, however the worm bins onsite provide compost and worm juice fertiliser that is used on other Samson Corporation gardens. If
you wish to use some of the compost and worm juice from onsite, please get in touch.
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If you are a gardener that is interested in worm castings or worm juice you can email Samson to arrange your own personal collection.
If you regularly get flowers in your office, please dispose of the green matter by placing in the worm deposit bin in the basement.

Occupational Health and Safety
If you experience or identify a general health and safety issue related to the building please report these immediately to Samson.

Fire Safety
Please refer to the fire safety strategy notices visible within each tenancy for a description of what to do in the event of a fire.
The building is equipped with smoke and heat detection. Upon any smoke or heat detection activation the building fire alarm is raised. Upon building fire alarm occupants shall
immediately evacuate the building via the fire egress stairs and assemble in the designated fire assembly areas. Please refer to the key site plan on the health and safety board
for assembly areas. Please do not re-enter the building until given the all clear by the fire wardens. The lifts will not operate during fire alarm.
The fire brigade will automatically respond to the building fire alarm.
If you witness a fire, please raise the building fire alarm via the switching of the manual call point. Manual call points are located on adjacent fire egress doors.

Environment Assessment and Reporting
The Anvil is in the process of being assessed using NABERS NZ energy efficiency tool which assesses the actual performance of the
building.

There will be times when we may require tenant participation and request your energy or water data for example, we appreciate your
cooperation in providing this information.

The tool helps us benchmark and put in place new processes and policies to reduce our impact on the environment.
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